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TERRAFORMA
From its conception, Terraforma implements an approach to sustainability that 
encapsulates the whole process: the organizing team strives to create and promote a 
management model able to reduce the impacts of their activities on the environment, 
involving all the stakeholders who take part in it: staff, public, artists, cultural operators, 
contracting companies, volunteers and partners.



THE GRADIENT 
DESIGNED BY ANONIMA LUCI
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In 2022 Terraforma has undertaken a collaboration with Legambiente to obtain the 
Ecoevents certification. The production team involved has followed a series of online 
workshops covering topics related to environmental, social and economic sustainability 
across the different areas of the Festival which led to the creation of objectives for the year.

2019 2022



The sustainability plan of Terraforma can be broken down into 3 macro-sections: 
environmental sustainability, social sustainability and area requalification 
through architectural and landscape interventions. 

SUSTAINABILITY



Terraforma continues its commitment to developing an organizational model capable 
of measuring, reporting and reducing the impact on the environment occupied and 
the resources it uses. Since 2016 EticaSgr has been supporting Threes Productions 
in investigating and evolving sustainability practices within the dynamics of a complex 
festival, with a focus on the impacts of energy consumption, water, mobility, waste 
management and engagement of our public.



Informing the festival’s sustainable practices is a year-round commitment: in the months 
preceding the Festival, the website and specific newsletters informed participants of 
the event’s policies, helping to raise public awareness of these issues. Wooden signs 
are scattered around the festival area for the correct transmission of these practices.



Terraforma aims to reduce waste generated per capita and increase quantity of waste 
recycled through waste segregation. Some of the actions include: 
 • the use of reusable cups, 
 • the presence of ecological islands in the Festival area for waste segregation
 • distribution of portable ashtrays and bin bags for waste segregation at camping
 • exclusive use of compostable cutlery for food consumption.

WASTE



In 2022 we calculated that, with 1 reusable cup being used for purchasing an average of 
4 drinks at the bar, 177,4 kg of plastic coming from single-use cups have been prevented 
from being produced.



Terraforma has collaborated with two realities to reduce these numbers. E Vai has 
supplied 6 electric cars for the production period of the Festival and for the transportation 
of the artists, with a total of 3,468 km travelled.  We have estimated that, together with 
the amount of kilometers saved with other sustainable means (carpooling, train) we 
managed to reduce the km traveled by the staff during the production period by 38%.

MOBILITY



At the level of the participants, the Festival promoted sustainable means of transport 
solutions with dedicated communication, such as the consumer service of the E-Vai 
electric car service, and private car pooling. The organization has made available a free 
shuttle service from the Bollate station, so as to encourage the use of the train. Finally, 
thanks to the partnership with BusForFun, a shuttle bus service to Milan Cadorna station 
has been put in place, offering an alternative transport solution for those returning to 
the city.



In 2022 the campsite hosted 2,500 people for 3 nights, and as always the water 
consumption has been a central theme of the festival’s environmental policies. The 
water system introduced for this edition used an ad hoc vaporisation structure and self-
closing valves which allow for more than 6-fold reduction of water consumption when 
compared to a traditional shower system*. Furthermore, the showers were accessible 
at certain times so as to limit the use of this precious resource.

WATER *for a 5 min shower the system uses 
7.5L of water instead of 50L 



Thanks to the revenues from sales of Wami water cans it has been possible to allocate 
the donation of 1.512.000 litres of water in 7 countries (Ecuador, Senegal, Tanzania, 
Etiopia, Kenya, Madagascar, Sri Lanka).
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The festival has promoted social sustainability practices and issues, helping to create 
the climate of inclusion, acceptance and diversity that characterizes the festival.

SOCIAL



The event is also a celebration of the territory it inhabits, for this reason local suppliers, 
partners and personnel are involved in different areas of the Festival. An important focus 
is aimed at involving young creative realities and local initiatives, such as Anonima 
Luci, Spazio Meta, or Brigata Basaglia, which contribute with ideas and projects with 
a strong degree of innovation and community-based approach.



Training is another important objective of the event: students and young enthusiasts 
have the opportunity to participate in the construction workshops of the festival. Apart 
from the general carpentry workshop, this year through an open call students had a 
chance to participate in the workshop with Space Caviar that led to the construction 
of Vaia Stage.



The festival welcomes more than 2500 campers from different countries, an 
inclusion indicator that is also represented by the percentage of origin of the 
artists: out of a total of 25 acts, 17 countries are involved, embracing 5 continents. 
Moreover, the venue features facilities suitable for the disabled where possible and 
entitles a free entry to a carer.



Another goal of Terraforma is to contribute to the redevelopment of the Historic Park of 
the Villa, which for centuries has been a place of meeting and wonder, also called “The 
Little Versaille of Paris”.

REQUALIFICATION
Through landscape and architectural interventions



In 2021 the restoration project of the Historic hedge Labyrinth was completed, promoted 
by the Augusto Rancilio Foundation and by Threes, which was carried out followed 
by the Fosbury Architectural Studio starting from the study of the two eighteenth-
century engravings by Marc’Antonio Dal Re from 1743 which reproduce the complete 
map of the park.

Historic hedge Labyrinth 



The labyrinth was one of the traditionally constitutive elements of Italian gardens at Villa 
Arconati. The structural design reproduced in Dal Re’s historical engravings, so as to 
restore its maximum historical and cultural value. The construction of the labyrinth was 
structured in three phases. 

Historic hedge Labyrinth 



The compositional choice of the three stadiums was aimed at obtaining a complete 
and coherent architectural effect every year: the first phase of the hortus conclusus, the 
second of the chicane, the last of the actual labyrinth.
Threes engages in the maintenance of the labyrinth, which has become an internship 
hosting site-specific performances.

Historic hedge Labyrinth 



The architectural model of the festival is a central pivot of the concept of the event. 
All the festival structures are created ad hoc for the event: the two stages, the bar 
structures, the camping structures, the food stands. With all the waste material from the 
main structures, all the other furnishings and elements of the festival are built, such as 
benches, showers, bins, signs, and more. In 2022 most main structures of the Festival 
have been reused, apart from 5 food stands and the new stage.

ARCHITECTURE



For the last edition, Space Caviar designed the new Vaia Stage, named after the 
extreme weather event that occurred in 2018 in some north-eastern regions of Italy, 
with wind gusts of over 200 km/h. About 42.500 hectares of forest were destroyed by 
the storm’s devastating force. The stage is entirely built out of wood from trees felled by 
the Vaia storm in order to help the community make use of the vast amount of lumber 
they have invested in removing from the mountains before it rots.
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